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Coaching Basics
1. Practices should be built around facilitating the development of the skills necessary to move and control the ball well.
2. As individual skills and control of the ball progress, then passing, movement and team organization may be taught.
3. Coaching takes work and effort, you should adopt a coaching style and personality that suits your players needs and impart sound 

knowledge to your players.
4. Do not command respect but earn respect from your players and parents alike by adopting a coaching philosophy and setting age 

appropriate goals.
5. Be prepared for your practice and meet the needs of the players at all times.  If it does not follow the plan then be prepared to alter the plan 

to gain success.
6. Let the game be the teacher, players have come to learn but also to play and will rapidly lose interest if there is too much instruction from the 

coach.
7. Remember KISS:  Keep It Short and Simple.  
8. Players develop at differing ages, be prepared to work on a subject for a number weeks before the light illuminates and the players 

understand.
9. Set age -appropriate goals:  e.g. most 5/6 year olds just want to kick the ball so passing might be a realistic goal, whereby tactical knowledge 

might suit older players.
10. Do not expect games and practices to emulate Barcelona or what you may witness on tv, it will not happen but you should concentrate more 

on bringing out what was learned in practice being transferred to the game, skills and passing combinations etc.
11. Arrive at the field on practice days early to set up and have easily transferrable drills so there is little waiting around during set-up.
12. Arrive on game days at a suitable time for players to arrive and have the team outlined prior to attendance.
13. Communicate with the parents throughout the week reference practice times, rainouts etc and have a system for relaying information 

effectively at short notice.
14. Explain to the parents your philosophy and ensure that they realize that coaching should come directly from the coaching staff only.
15. Have respect for the referee’s who also give up their time so that soccer can be enjoyed by all and set a good example for parents and 

players to follow.
16. Most of all make the practices challenging yet fun and enjoyable.  No-one likes to turn up somewhere to be shouted at  for 60-90 minutes.  

nurture our young talent and make it enjoyable for all concerned.























Warm Up Games



Physical Development Drills


